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Abstract
Applying machine learning in healthcare can be problematic because predictions might
be biased, can lack robustness, and are prone to overly rely on correlations. Interpretable
machine learning can mitigate these issues by visualizing gaps in problem formalization
and putting the responsibility to meet additional desiderata of machine learning systems on
human practitioners. Generalized additive models with interactions are transparent, with
modular one- and two-dimensional risk functions that can be reviewed and, if necessary,
removed. The key objective of this study is to determine whether these models can be
interpreted by doctors to safely deploy them in a clinical setting. To this end, we simulated
the review process of eight risk functions trained on a clinical task with twelve clinicians
and collected information about objective and subjective factors of interpretability. The
ratio of correct answers for dichotomous statements covering important properties of risk
functions was 0.83±0.02 (n = 360) and the median of the participants’ certainty to correctly
understand them was Certain (n = 96) on a seven-level Likert scale (one = Very Uncertain
to seven = Very Certain). These results suggest that doctors can correctly interpret risk
functions of generalized additive models with interactions and also feel confident to do so.
However, the evaluation also identified several interpretability issues and it showed that
interpretability of generalized additive models depends on the complexity of risk functions.

1. Introduction
Healthcare is a sensitive domain to apply machine learning (ML) because unacceptable
predictions can lead to significant consequences. Past studies show that ML might yield
biased predictions (Bolukbasi et al., 2016), can lack robustness in the sense that small
perturbations in the input cause misclassifications (Szegedy et al., 2013), and that ML is
prone to overly rely on correlation rather than causation in big data (Lazer et al., 2014).
As an example from healthcare, Caruana et al. (2015) present a model that, contrary
to medical evidence, learned to associate a history of asthma with a lower risk of dying
from pneumonia. While these issues are well known to the research community and are
incorporated into current research practice, it is often impossible to completely eliminate
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them. This can cause mistrust and uncertainty in healthcare professionals and stakeholders,
which constitutes a barrier for deploying ML in patient care (Wiens et al., 2019).
Interpretable ML, which adds the ability to explain or present in terms understandable
to a human (Doshi-Velez and Kim, 2017), can mitigate these issues. As Doshi-Velez and Kim
(2017) state, the need for interpretability stems from an incomplete problem formulation
that fails to formalize auxiliary criteria, such as lack of bias, robustness, and causality,
as optimization criteria of the ML system. Interpretability can visualize these gaps in
problem formalization and puts the responsibility for meeting these additional desiderata
on the practitioner. Interpretable ML can be subdivided into transparency and post-hoc
interpretability (Lipton, 2016). The latter approach enriches a prediction with additional
information explaining a decision and usually allows for more complex models, such as
artificial neural networks (Ribeiro et al., 2016). However, we believe that there are many
clinical scenarios where healthcare professionals lack time to verify an explanation. In these
cases transparent models might be favourable as they allow professionals to validate a model
once and then use predictions without the necessity to verify each one separately.
Generalized additive models with interactions (GA2 Ms) are transparent models consisting of one- and two-dimensional risk functions that can be visualized and assessed by human
practitioners. Due to this fact, the authors consider these models intelligible. Nevertheless,
GA2 Ms clearly outperform logistic regression and are only slightly inferior to random forests
(Lou et al., 2013). However, interpretability of these models has not been evaluated with
human subjects, which we deem unacceptable for deployment in a clinical setting. The
key objective of this study is to evaluate whether clinicians can correctly understand and
interpret GA2 Ms to determine if they can validate them for clinical usage. To this end,
we performed an application-grounded evaluation of doctors validating a GA2 M (DoshiVelez and Kim, 2017). We trained the model on a Medical Information Mart for Intensive
Care (MIMIC-III) benchmark task for in-hospital mortality (Harutyunyan et al., 2019), presented risk functions of varying complexity to clinicians, and asked them to decide which
risk functions should be included in the final model. We measured their objective level of
understanding risk functions with a self-developed questionnaire. Moreover, clinicians could
state their confidence in understanding a risk function and could provide feedback about
factors that support or hinder interpretability (subjective level of understanding).
Generalizable Insights about Machine Learning in the Context of Healthcare
• Our evaluation suggests that doctors are able to correctly interpret risk functions of
a GA2 M and feel confident in doing so, but it shows disagreement on which functions
are against medical knowledge and should be excluded from the model.
• Interpretability of GA2 Ms cannot be generalized for the whole model, but it depends
on the complexity of the learned risk functions and, hence, on the specific application.
• Varying bin sizes, complex function shapes, weak signals, and outlier values impede
interpretability of risk functions.
• Application-grounded evaluations with medical professionals are important to assess
the interpretability of a ML system in the context of healthcare.
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2. Methods
We defined the methods of this study a priori in a study protocol (available on request)
to reduce bias during study execution and statistical analysis. This report contains more
detailed descriptions of the methods and we state all deviation from the protocol.
2.1. Data Preprocessing
We used the MIMIC-III database (Johnson et al., 2016a,b) to train a GA2 M for our interpretability evaluation because it is publicly accessible, contains a large amount of data, and
is well known in the research community. MIMIC-III contains rich critical care data covering 53,423 ICU stays of 38,597 distinct patients from the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical
Center in Boston, USA, collected between 2001 and 2012. To ensure reproducibility of the
data preprocessing and performance evaluation, we used an existing MIMIC-III benchmark
task (Harutyunyan et al., 2019). We chose the task in-hospital mortality (the first 48 hours
of a stay are used to predict mortality) since it is a binary classification problem that fits
well into the GA2 M framework and it is intuitive for clinicians. We adopted the feature generation pipeline of the logistic regression model with some adjustments that we published
in a Zenodo repository to ensure reproducible experiments.1 Instead of generating six different statistics for seven subsequences of each time series, we only computed the mean and
standard deviation over the last 48 hours for each of the 17 input variables. This resulted in
34 features for our study, in contrast to the 714 features used in Harutyunyan et al. (2019).
Fewer features were used to reduce the number of risk functions learned by the GA2 M. The
mean and standard deviation over the last 48 hours were chosen as both meaningful and
intuitive features in discussions with clinicians. Moreover, we adjusted three aspects of the
preprocessing pipeline: we replaced mean imputation with a constant value (-1) imputation
to treat unknowns separately, we disabled normalization to obtain risk functions with a
meaningful scaling of the axes, and we removed 157 implausible measurements that would
have distorted the visualization of risk functions.2 The final training, validation, and test
sets contained 14,681, 3,222, and 3,236 ICU stays consisting of 34 features and a binary
label indicating in-hospital mortality.
2.2. Training Generalized Additive Model with Interactions
To train a GA2 M and visualize its risk functions, we developed a simple web application
based on the source code3 from Lou et al. (2013). We used default parameters for the
training procedure. Training included a discretization of input values into bins. The only
slight modification to the original code, was that we required an extra bin for unknown
values to handle them separately in the risk functions. We trained the GA2 M with 1,000
iterations for one- and two-dimensional functions on the training set and chose the model
with the highest validation score. We stopped the training earlier when the model clearly
overfitted. For the final model used in the interpretability evaluation, we selected 34 of 561
two-dimensional risk functions to reduce the set of functions for questionnaire development.
1. https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3597992
2. The values are given in mimic3models/resources/plausible values.json (see Zenodo repository)
3. https://github.com/yinlou/mltk
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GA2 M training determined the importance (variance) of risk functions and we selected
the 17 most important two-dimensional risk functions for two mean features and a mean
and standard deviation feature. A single run on the test set was performed for each model
and we used the evaluation script provided by Harutyunyan et al. (2019) to determine
the area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUC-ROC) and the area under the
precision-recall curve (AUC-PR). The JavaScript library D3.js was used to visualize the
risk functions. We plotted the unknown bin separately, implemented a simple mouse-over
functionality to read the plots, and aligned the risk axes for one- and two-dimensional
risk functions. A diverging two-sided color map was used to visualize two-dimensional risk
functions (Moreland, 2009).
2.3. Study Participants and Instruction Procedure
Twelve doctors from the Department of Anesthesiology, Intensive Care and Pain Medicine
at University Hospital Münster, Germany, were included in the study. The participants
had no prior knowledge of the evaluation. To study the effect of different backgrounds, participants were chosen from three different subgroups: doctors with a scientific background
(SB), medical specialists (MS), and medical residents (MR; see Table 1). All clinicians at
the department were notified about this evaluation and the included doctors participated
voluntarily. The evaluation was performed within four weeks at a single computer in a
controlled and standardized environment.
Before the participants performed the interpretability evaluation, they were instructed
about the task and the goals of the evaluation. A ten-minute video was used for this purpose
to standardize the procedure, reduce the workload, and to give clinicians full flexibility to
perform the evaluation. This video included the following aspects: (1) basic explanation
of ML to learn from past data, (2) introduction of our application for in-hospital mortality
prediction based on MIMIC-III, (3) statement of the goal of the evaluation, (4) introduction
of GA2 Ms and one- and two-dimensional risk functions, and (5) an example questionnaire
and an explanation of its structure. The example questionnaire had the same structure
as the final questionnaire and contained one one-dimensional (mean feature) and one twodimensional (mean and standard deviation feature) risk function.
2.4. Questionnaire Development
The goal of the evaluation was to simulate a clinical validation of a GA2 M and to determine
the objective and subjective level of understanding of its risk functions. We were unable to
identify an existing and validated survey in the literature that suited this purpose. Hence, we
were forced to use a self-designed questionnaire (Table 1 summarizes the dimensions of the
evaluation). To increase the questionnaire’s validity, it was developed by a multidisciplinary
team consisting of a ML researcher, a medical specialist with a scientific background, and a
doctor with additional expertise in medicine didactics. Question and questionnaire design
was guided by the principles in Krosnick and Presser (2010). In addition to that, we
performed cognitive interviews with two doctors (subgroups: SB and MS) to ensure correct
understanding of the questions and to improve the instruction procedure and structure of
the survey. The feedback was used to create the final version of the questionnaire and
instruction procedure. All changes were approved by the multidisciplinary team.
4
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Table 1: Dimensions of the interpretability evaluation of GA2 Ms. Values in brackets indicate the number of participants or questions from the respective group.
Participants

Risk Function

1D:
Scientific background (4)
1D:
Medical specialist (4)
2D:
Medical resident (4)
2D:

Function Selection

mean
sd
Follows medical knowledge
mean x mean Against medical knowledge
mean x sd

Questions
Determine risk for given value
Determine values for given risk
Important properties y/n (3-5)
Include risk function y/n
Confidence for interpretability
What supports/hinders interpretability

The final GA2 M for the evaluation contained 34 one-dimensional and 34 two-dimensional
risk functions. To keep the questionnaire at a reasonable size, we only used a selection of
eight risk functions for the evaluation. Risk functions were chosen from four categories to
evaluate the effect of different function complexities: one-dimensional for mean (1D: mean),
one-dimensional for standard deviation (1D: sd), two-dimensional for mean vs mean (2D:
mean x mean), and two-dimensional for mean vs standard deviation (2D: mean x sd). For
each function type, one function that followed medical knowledge and one that did not
were selected in order to study the effect of risk functions that disagree with the experience
and knowledge of doctors. Hence, the evaluation included eight risk functions. The risk
function selection was performed by the same multidisciplinary team mentioned above to
incorporate different perspectives. The team discussed every risk function and picked a
representative function for each type that contained relevant medical information. When
several candidates were identified, functions that received a higher importance during GA2 M
training were favored. The survey was paper based. During the evaluation, participants had
access to an interactive version of the risk functions in the aforementioned web application.
2.4.1. Questions
For each risk function, there were seven questions, including three to five dichotomous
statements covering important properties of a function (indicated by (3-5) in Table 1).
Figure 1 shows an excerpt from the final questionnaire for a single risk function. The first
part (questions one to three) considers the objective level of interpretability, question four
simulates the clinical validation of the model, and the last part (questions five to seven)
covers subjective factors of interpretability.
First, participants were asked to read the risk for a given input value (one-dimensional)
or pair of input values (two-dimensional) from the risk function. The second task was to
find an input value or pair of input values that result in a certain risk score; hence, the participants had to read the inverse of the function. The input values and risk values for these
questions were picked randomly. Risk function selection and testing revealed that certain
bins were too small to be visualized. Hence, only bins visible in the evaluation environment
were included. We considered these questions as relatively simple, so their significance for
the evaluation was low. The main motivation for these tasks was to familiarize the participants with a risk function. Contrary to the study protocol, we only included one question
for each type because testing revealed that participants get bored otherwise.
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Respiratory rate (mean over 48h) [breaths per minute]
1. A patient has a respiratory rate (mean over 48h) of 37.93 breaths per minute.
What is the associated risk of in-hospital mortality?
2. Which respiratory rate (mean over 48h) results in a risk of in-hospital mortality
of -0.154 (log10-odds)?
3. Which of the following statements about the given risk function is correct?
a) A respiratory rate (mean over 48h) above 15 breaths per minute is associated with an increasing risk of in-hospital mortality.
b) A respiratory rate (mean over 48h) around 20 breaths per minute is associated with the lowest risk of in-hospital mortality.
c) A respiratory rate (mean over 48h) of 35 breaths per minute is associated
with a lower risk of in-hospital mortality than 30 breaths per minute.
d) An unknown value of respiratory rate is associated with the lowest risk of
in-hospital mortality.
4. Would you include this risk function for in-hospital mortality prediction?

,wd

,
,
Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

34

5. How certain are you that you can correctly understand and interpret the given risk function?
Very
Uncertain

Uncertain

Slightly Uncertain

Neutral

Slightly Certain

Certain

Very
Certain

6. Which factors support interpretability?

7. Which factors hinder interpretability?

Figure 1: Excerpt from the evaluation questionnaire including all questions for the onedimensional risk function of the variable Respiratory rate (mean over 48h).
2
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Next, there was a variable number of statements that covered important properties
of each function. We decided to use dichotomous questions because this required only a
single statement about each function, while a multiple choice question would have required
five possibly correct statements. The same multidisciplinary team selecting risk functions
determined properties relevant for correctly interpreting a given risk function and generated
statements accordingly. The goal was to verify whether the participants understood all
relevant aspects of a function. The team tried to generate approximately the same number
of statements for both answers (yes/no). The order was randomized afterwards.
Question four simulated the clinical validation where participants must decide to include
or exclude the risk function for predictions. We reckoned that this question offered much
room for interpretation. Hence, we expected low inter-rater reliability for this quantity.
Nevertheless, we thought this question was necessary to simulate the clinical validation
that requires exactly this decision. Lastly, participants were asked for their confidence in
correctly interpreting the given risk function and to give written feedback about factors that
facilitated or hindered interpretability (they could write in German). These two questions
were meant to determine the subjective level of interpretability. In contrast to the study
protocol, we added a commentary field for each function because testing showed that this
increased their usage. The final questionnaire is given in Appendix A.
2.5. Statistical Analysis
To interpret the evaluation, four statistical quantities were considered: first, the ratio of
correct answers for the first two questions as a measure of the ability to read risk scores and
input values from the risk functions. Second, the ratio of correct answers to dichotomous
statements about important properties. Third, the median of the confidence of the participants to correctly understand a risk function (fifth question). For these three quantities, we
present descriptive statistics for all participants and for each subgroup separately. Moreover,
to show the effect of different types of risk functions and to contrast functions that follow
medical knowledge or are against medical knowledge, we generated plots that visualize the
quantities across these two dimensions. Fourth, the inter-rater reliability (Krippendorff’s
alpha) for inclusion and exclusion of risk functions across all participants and for each subgroup (Zapf et al., 2016). Moreover, similar notes about factors that facilitated or hindered
interpretability were clustered and sorted according to their frequency. The study protocol
contains an R script that we used for statistical analysis with slight modifications to account
for changes of the questionnaire.

3. Results
3.1. Training Generalized Additive Model with Interactions
Table 2 summarizes the main performance results for this study. The columns refer to all
modifications of the data preprocessing and the usage of a separate unknown bin as discussed
in Section 2.1 and 2.2: imputation with a constant value (column Impute), disabling zscore normalization (column Normalize), removal of implausible measurements (column
Filter), and enforcing a separate unknown bin during GA2 M training (column Unk. Bin).
The first two entries are the logistic regression baseline (Logistic Regr.) and the best
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Table 2: Performance results for in-hospital mortality prediction. First two entries are from
Harutyunyan et al. (2019). The third row shows the GA2 M performance on the
same features. The following experiments use the 34 features of the interpretability
evaluation and GA2 Ms are trained with a modified data preprocessing (for details
see Table 3). The final model is restricted to 34 two-dimensional functions (bold).
Model

# Features

Logistic Regr.
MC LSTM
GA2 M
Logistic Regr.
GA2 M
GA2 M
GA2 M 34 2D

714
34
34
34
34

714
(mean,
(mean,
(mean,
(mean,

sd)
sd)
sd)
sd)

Impute Normalize Filter Unk. Bin
mean
-

z-score
-

no
no

-

mean
mean
mean
-1
-1

z-score
z-score
z-score
no
no

no
no
no
yes
yes

no
no
yes
yes

AUC-ROC

AUC-PR

0.848 (0.828, 0.868) 0.474 (0.419, 0.529)
0.870 (0.852, 0.887) 0.533 (0.480, 0.584)
0.872
0.794
0.851
0.852
0.850

(0.853,
(0.770,
(0.832,
(0.833,
(0.830,

0.889)
0.817)
0.870)
0.871)
0.868)

0.533
0.347
0.465
0.468
0.456

(0.478,
(0.301,
(0.412,
(0.413,
(0.402,

0.586)
0.400)
0.521)
0.525)
0.511)

performing model (multitask channel-wise long short-term memory neural network [MC
LSTM]) reported by Harutyunyan et al. (2019). To compare these models with a GA2 M,
we carried out an experiment with the original features and data preprocessing (row three).
Note, however, that we only used ten training iterations for two-dimensional risk function
due to high computational complexity. The first iteration already gave the lowest validation
score, so it seems only little performance can be gained from the interaction terms. We can
observe that the performance of a GA2 M on the full set of features is on par with the
best neural network model from Harutyunyan et al. (2019). The following experiments
were performed with the reduced set of 34 features consisting of the mean and standard
deviation of input variables over the first 48 hours of a stay. The logistic regression model
from Harutyunyan et al. (2019) and the GA2 Ms show a large drop in performance, however
GA2 Ms still perform similar to the logistic regression model on the full set of features. The
modified data processing has only a slight effect on the performance (row six). We also
carried out experiments for all modifications of the original data preprocessing separately
to study their effect (see Table 3 in Appendix B). None of the modifications changed the
performance considerably. Selecting the most important two-dimensional risk functions
for the final model used in the interpretability evaluation shows only a small drop of the
AUC-PR score (row seven). The base risk of this model is -2.48, which corresponds to a
probability of 7.71%. All risk functions of the final model are given in Appendix C. Figure
2 contains the functions selected for the evaluation.
3.2. Questionnaire Development
We share our experiences from questionnaire development to justify our function selection
and to highlight possible problems of GA2 M interpretability. Using standard deviation
features is not meaningful for constant variables, such as height. Moreover, even though
a standard deviation feature can be determined for ordinal variables (e.g. Glasgow Coma
Scale), it is mathematically undefined and, hence, leads to confusion for end users. We
excluded all risk functions that contained a standard deviation feature of a nominal value
from risk function selection. Feature binning performed during GA2 M training aims to
create bins with approximately the same number of instances. Hence, in dense regions of a
8
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Figure 2: Eight risk functions selected for the interpretability evaluation from total of 68
functions of the final GA2 M (last entry in Table 2). Order according to Table 1.
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feature very small bins were created that could not be visualized. This occurred for many
standard deviation features that were often close to zero. Conversely, in sparse regions,
large bins were created that proved problematic for outliers that received nonintuitive risk
values. Risk functions learned by a GA2 M are not continuous, which can cause very complex
function shapes. In our case, some one-dimensional risk functions especially exhibited spikes
that might have decreased interpretability. Our impression from the selection procedure is
that two-dimensional functions are often more difficult to interpret. Many two-dimensional
functions only showed a weak signal and the importance was very low, with values between
0.0182% and 0.0078%. Note, however, that we aligned the risk axes for one- and twodimensional functions, which might explain the weak signal and the importance values are
with respect to all 595 risk functions learned during training. It was problematic to make
out maxima or minima by sight and to determine a clear function behavior. Moreover, it
proved difficult to decide whether a function followed or was against medical knowledge.
The team agreed to declare a function as against medical knowledge if it showed clear
behavior that contradicted medical knowledge in relevant regions of the function.
3.3. Statistical Analysis
The ratio and standard deviation of correct answers for reading risk scores and the inverse
function (first and second questions) was 0.91 ± 0.02 (n = 192) for all participants. The
subgroup performances were 0.89 ± 0.04 (n = 64; SB), 1.00 ± 0.00 (n = 64; MS), and
0.84 ± 0.05 (n = 64; MR). We rounded to two decimals and also accepted correct intervals.
Most of the wrong answers were due to rounding issues or simple reading errors (e.g. the
risk value of the neighboring bin was given). The first row of plots in Figure 3 indicates that
one-dimensional risk functions with standard deviation inputs caused the biggest problems.
There was no difference between risk functions following or against medical knowledge.
Yes/no statements about important properties of the risk functions (third question)
were answered correctly with a ratio of 0.83 ± 0.02 (n = 360; SB: 0.82 ± 0.04 [n = 120], MS:
0.89 ± 0.03 [n = 120], MR: 0.78 ± 0.04 [n = 120]). Two questions were not answered and
were considered as false. The order of the subgroup’s performances are the same as for the
first task, which might suggest that the ability to read a risk function is associated with
interpreting the graph correctly. The second row in Figure 3 shows no large differences between one- and two-dimensional graphs and risk functions that follow or are against medical
knowledge. There is a slight correspondence between subgroups and risk functions, which
might indicate that certain functions were more difficult to interpret by all participants.
The median of the participants’ certainty to correctly understand a risk function (fifth
question) was Certain (n = 96). This subjective level of interpretability decreased with the
level of specialization (SB: Certain [n = 32], MS: Certain - Slightly Uncertain [n = 32],
MR: Slightly Uncertain [n = 32]). The last two plots in Figure 3 show that the certainty of
medical residents for one-dimensional graphs with a mean feature was rather low. This could
be due to the fact that these two graphs were presented first and the participants gained
more experience and, hence, confidence in correctly interpreting a risk function. Inter-rater
reliability for inclusion and exclusion of functions (fourth question) across all participants
was very low Kalpha = 0.01, 95% CI −0.07-0.10 (SB: Kalpha = 0.21, 95% CI −0.21-0.52,
MS: Kalpha = −0.06, 95% CI −0.22-0.08, MR: Kalpha = −0.12 95% CI −0.29-0.02).
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Figure 3: Ratio of correct answers for reading risk functions (first row), ratio of correct answers for dichotomous statements covering important function properties (second
row), and median of participants’ certainty to understand a function (third row)
across different subgroups and function types. Bars show standard deviation.

All comments about factors that facilitated or hindered interpretability were, if necessary, translated to English and clustered (see Appendix D). There was one comment that
was not meaningful. Positive factors that were mentioned most frequently are ”Risk function visualization is easy to use and interpret” (9 times), ”Linear relationships are easy to
interpret” (5 times), ”Color map for 2D risk functions is helpful” (5 times), and ”The mouseover functionality to read the plots aids interpretability” (5 times). Comments about factors
that hindered interpretability with the most occurrences were ”2D risk functions show only
a weak signal and no sharp borders” (7 times), ”Fluctuating risks for small changes of the
input variables are difficult to interpret (non-linear behavior)” (7 times), ”Parts of the risk
function are against medical knowledge” (4 times), ”The binning for attributes is too small.
It is difficult to distinguish very small bins and to find them with the cursor” (5 times),
and ”Nonintuitive risk function behavior for very high or very low input values” (5 times).
Some participants wrote many comments, some wrote no comments at all.
11
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4. Discussion
The key objective of this study is to evaluate whether clinicians can correctly understand and
interpret risk functions of GA2 Ms to determine if they can validate these models for a clinical
application. Our evaluation showed that reading risk scores and identifying input values that
cause a certain risk were performed correctly with a very high ratio. However, in our opinion
this is a very weak indicator for interpretability. Dichotomous questions about important
risk function properties were answered correctly with a relatively high ratio of 0.83 ± 0.02
(n = 360). This shows that doctors without prior knowledge about GA2 Ms are able to grasp
the concept of risk functions and can interpret the graphs to answer important statements
about them. Moreover, doctors felt confident in understanding the functions correctly, and
there were several positive comments about the interpretability of the graphs. However,
a considerable number of questions were answered wrong, indicating that interpreting risk
functions of GA2 Ms can be problematic for doctors and that there is a risk of overestimating
the own ability to understand them. In addition, the self-developed statements about
important function properties can only cover interpretability to a limited extent, so our
conclusions must be considered with caution. Most of the positive comments mention
simple function surfaces and linear relationships that are easy to grasp. Many negative
notes include complaints about complex and fluctuating function surfaces, weak signals,
especially of two-dimensional graphs, and bin sizes. This suggests that interpretability of
GA2 Ms depends on the complexity of the risk functions and cannot be generalized for the
whole model. As expected, inter-rater reliability for inclusion and exclusion of risk functions
was very low. From our point of view, this is due to the fact that doctors demanded different
levels of clinical validity to include a function. Some doctors tended to include many
functions and would consider the model’s output with caution, while other doctors only
included graphs that reflected their medical knowledge. This shows that even though the
risk functions might be interpretable, there will probably be disagreements about inclusion
and exclusion of risk functions. Surprisingly, the results show no large differences between
one- and two-dimensional graphs and functions that follow or are against medical knowledge
(see Figure 3). We conclude that the results of this evaluation suggest that GA2 Ms are
interpretable by doctors. However, interpretability of GA2 Ms depends on the complexity
of the learned risk functions and, hence, on the specific task they are applied to.
We identified several factors from the clinicians’ comments in the evaluation and during
questionnaire development in the multidisciplinary team that could improve interpretability
of GA2 M in a clinical setting. First, aligning the risk axis of the two-dimensional graphs led
to large areas of the functions with a weak signal. Maybe it could prove beneficial to use
different risk axes for these graphs. Second, the number of bins for discretizing continuous
features during GA2 M training should be low enough to visualize all intervals properly. For
our experiments, we used the default bin size of 256, which caused some very small bins
that could not be displayed. Decreasing the number of bins could also help to flatten the
functions’ surfaces and prevent fluctuating behavior of the risk functions. Lastly, clinicians
should assist during data preprocessing and feature generation to develop features that
are clinically sensible and interpretable by doctors: cut-off points for valid input data are
especially important when using GA2 Ms because outliers skew the axes of the risk functions.
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Apart from the interpretability, there are further characteristics of GA2 Ms that, in our
point of view, support an application in a clinical setting. Risk functions not only contain
information about the predictions of the model but also offer insights into the input data.
Following the advice of Caruana et al. (2015) we implemented histograms to visualize the
input distribution (they were excluded from the evaluation for simplicity reasons). This
allowed for an overview of the input data and could help to identify problems in the data
preprocessing. For instance, we excluded 157 implausible cases from the benchmark task
after analyzing the risk functions. Moreover, it is possible to add confidence intervals
to risk functions to assess their reliability, which were also excluded from the evaluation.
In addition to that, we found that visualizing a model and establishing a collaborative
validation process could stimulate discussions to critically review a model. This could help
building trust in healthcare professionals, which is important for a successful deployment
into patient care (Wiens et al., 2019). Lastly, we think that it is a very useful property
of GA2 Ms and transparent models in general that they can be validated once and then
predictions can be used without the necessity to verify them.
However, we identified several issues related to GA2 Ms. First of all, we experienced
a trade-off between performance and interpretability. The final model used in the interpretability evaluation contained 34 one-dimensional and 34 two-dimensional risk functions
to allow validation through human practitioners in a reasonable amount of time. However,
it performed much worse than a GA2 Ms on the full feature set (714 one-dimensional and
254,540 two-dimensional risk functions) and slightly worse than logistic regression model
(714 logistic functions). However, validating those models would be more time consuming impeding interpretabilty. One possibility to alleviate this effect could be an automatic
feature selection during GA2 M training instead of manually selecting features a priori. In
addition to that, GA2 Ms cannot handle time-series data, which is very common in the
medical domain. As a consequence, the need for data preprocessing increases and valuable
structure from the input is removed. Features also have to be sensible for humans to make
risk functions interpretable. For our experiments, we used the mean and standard deviation
of an input variable over the first 48 hours of a stay, which constitutes a strong information
reduction. Moreover, features that are correlated can lead to correlated risk functions that
are very difficult to interpret because a group of functions must be interpreted together,
contradicting the modularity of a GA2 M. We experienced this during questionnaire development with the Glasgow Coma Scale total (mean over 48h) feature and the separate Glasgow
Coma Scales for eye opening, verbal response, and eye opening where each score had its
own risk function, but also contributed risk with the total score.
This paper emphasizes the importance of application-grounded evaluations of interpretable ML (Doshi-Velez and Kim, 2017). While GA2 Ms were introduced as intelligible
models (Lou et al., 2013), our study shows that interpretability is much more intricate than
reading one- and two-dimensional risk functions. We had several discussions with clinicians
about implementation details that would affect interpretability, especially during data preprocessing and development of the risk function visualization. For instance, which cut-off
values to choose for input variables, how to integrate unknown values in the plots, and
which color map to use for two-dimensional functions. In addition, our evaluation revealed
many areas for improvement in the interpretability of GA2 Ms.
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Our work has limitations. We performed an application-grounded evaluation by simulating the validation of a GA2 M in a clinical setting. However, we measured no performance
quantity that is directly affected by this validation for instance, the clinical utility of the
model or acceptance by the medical staff. Instead, we used a self-developed questionnaire
to collect data on the objective and subjective level of interpretability. In addition, only
twelve doctors participated in our study and our evaluation was limited to GA2 Ms and
in-hospital mortality prediction based on MIMIC-III, so it remains open if doctors prefer
different models and if our results hold for other application scenarios. Moreover, we had
to rely on face validity of the survey and only performed two cognitive interviews to test
and validate it. We also excluded some risk functions from the evaluations because standard deviation features were not meaningful in some cases. Lastly, the questionnaire is in
English, but the evaluation was performed with German speaking participants, which could
lead to misunderstandings.
Future work could evaluate interpretability of GA2 Ms in a real world setting instead
of simulating the validation process. In addition, integration of GA2 Ms into the clinical
workflow and the clinical utility of these models should be investigated. We reckon that a
regular reiteration, for instance, in a monthly interval, of training based on new data with a
subsequent model validation in a multidisciplinary team could be a useful approach. Future
research could also consider possibilities to improve interpretability of GA2 Ms on a more
technical level. This could include a refined binning mechanism preventing very small bins
or constraints for risk function complexity. Lastly, a very useful extension would be the
integration of time-series data and an automatic feature selection during GA2 M training.

5. Conclusion
Our evaluation suggests that doctors are able to interpret risk functions of a GA2 M for a
clinical task and also feel confident in doing so. Interpretability of risk graphs depends on the
complexity of the function surfaces. We identified several issues that could be improved to
increase interpretability, and, in our opinion, developing a fully GA2 M remains a difficult
task. The results underline that application-grounded evaluations are very important to
reveal the quality of an interpretable ML system. We conclude that GA2 Ms can be useful
in a clinical setting when there is not much experience with ML systems and it is necessary
to build trust, there are high safety demands, and the input data is not very complex. We
see GA2 Ms as a good candidate for a strong baseline model with a high level of control.
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Appendix A. - Evaluation Questionnaire

Respiratory rate (mean over 48h) [breaths per minute]
1. A patient has a respiratory rate (mean over 48h) of 37.93 breaths per minute.
What is the associated risk of in-hospital mortality?
2. Which respiratory rate (mean over 48h) results in a risk of in-hospital mortality
of -0.154 (log10-odds)?
3. Which of the following statements about the given risk function is correct?
a) A respiratory rate (mean over 48h) above 15 breaths per minute is associated with an increasing risk of in-hospital mortality.
b) A respiratory rate (mean over 48h) around 20 breaths per minute is associated with the lowest risk of in-hospital mortality.
c) A respiratory rate (mean over 48h) of 35 breaths per minute is associated
with a lower risk of in-hospital mortality than 30 breaths per minute.
d) An unknown value of respiratory rate is associated with the lowest risk of
in-hospital mortality.
4. Would you include this risk function for in-hospital mortality prediction?

,wd

,
,
Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

34

5. How certain are you that you can correctly understand and interpret the given risk function?
Very
Uncertain

Uncertain

Slightly Uncertain

Neutral

6. Which factors support interpretability?

7. Which factors hinder interpretability?

2
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Slightly Certain

Certain

Very
Certain
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pH (mean over 48h)
1. A patient has a pH (mean over 48h) of 7.053. What is the associated risk of inhospital mortality?
2. Which pH (mean over 48h) results in a risk of in-hospital mortality of 0.124
(log10-odds)?
3. Which of the following statements about the given risk function is correct?
a) A pH (mean over 48h) value of lower than 6.65 is worse than a pH value
higher than 7.65 regarding the risk of in-hospital mortality.
b) Every pH (mean over 48h) value within the normal reference range leads to
a lower than average probability for in-hospital mortality.
c) The lowest pH (mean over 48h) is associated with the highest risk of in-hospital mortality.
d) The pH (mean over 48h) associated with the highest risk of in-hospital mortality is located in the alkalotic region.
4. Would you include this risk function for in-hospital mortality prediction?

,wd

,
,
Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

34

5. How certain are you that you can correctly understand and interpret the given risk function?
Very
Uncertain

Uncertain

Slightly Uncertain

Neutral

6. Which factors support interpretability?

7. Which factors hinder interpretability?

3
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Slightly Certain

Certain

Very
Certain
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Oxygen saturation (standard deviation over 48h)
1. A patient has a standard deviation of oxygen saturation (over 48h) of 4.07.
What is the associated risk of in-hospital mortality?
2. Which standard deviation of oxygen saturation (over 48h) results in a risk of inhospital mortality of 0.150 (log10-odds)?
3. Which of the following statements about the given risk function is correct?
a) All standard deviations of oxygen saturation over 48h greater than 3 lead
to a higher than average probability for in-hospital mortality.
b) A standard deviation of oxygen saturation (over 48h) of 5 is associated with
a high risk of in-hospital mortality.
c) A standard deviation of oxygen saturation (over 48h) below 3 is associated
with an unsteady risk of in-hospital mortality.
d) All standard deviations of oxygen saturation over 48h between 12 and 16
lead to a higher than average probability for in-hospital mortality.
e) The lower the standard deviation of oxygen saturation over 48h, the higher
the risk of in-hospital mortality.
4. Would you include this risk function for in-hospital mortality prediction?

,wd

,
,
Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

34

5. How certain are you that you can correctly understand and interpret the given risk function?
Very
Uncertain

Uncertain

Slightly Uncertain

Neutral

6. Which factors support interpretability?

7. Which factors hinder interpretability?

4
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Slightly Certain

Certain

Very
Certain
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Heart Rate (standard deviation over 48h)
1. A patient has a standard deviation of heart rate (over 48h) of 3.72. What is the
associated risk of in-hospital mortality?

,wd

2. Which standard deviation of heart rate (over 48h) results in a risk of in-hospital
mortality of 0.117 (log10-odds)?

,

3. Which of the following statements about the given risk function is correct?
a) A standard deviation of heart rate (over 48h) of 38 is associated with a low
risk of in-hospital mortality.
b) A very low standard deviation of heart rate over 48h leads to a higher than
average probability for in-hospital mortality.
c) A standard deviation of heart rate (over 48h) above 15.5 is associated with
an increasing risk of in-hospital mortality.
d) A standard deviation of heart rate (over 48h) between 4.4 and 12.8 is associated with the lowest risk of in-hospital mortality.
4. Would you include this risk function for in-hospital mortality prediction?

,
Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

34

5. How certain are you that you can correctly understand and interpret the given risk function?
Very
Uncertain

Uncertain

Slightly Uncertain

Neutral

6. Which factors support interpretability?

7. Which factors hinder interpretability?

5
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Slightly Certain

Certain

Very
Certain
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Glascow coma scale motor response (mean over 48h), Systolic blood
pressure (mean over 48h) [mmHg]
1. A patient has a glascow coma scale motor response (mean over 48h)
of 5.24 and a systolic blood pressure (mean over 48h) of 92.45. What
is the associated risk of in-hospital mortality?

,

2. Which pair of values for glascow coma scale motor response (mean
over 48h) and systolic blood pressure (mean over 48h) results in a
risk of in-hospital mortality of 0.086?

,

3. Which of the following statements about the given risk function is correct?
a) For patients with an unknown systolic blood pressure (mean over 48h),
higher glascow coma scale motor response (mean over 48h) values are associated with an increasing risk of in-hospital mortality.
b) Hypertensive patients with a normal glascow coma scale motor response
have a higher than average probability for in-hospital mortality.
c) The relation between systolic blood pressure (mean over 48h) and risk of
in-hospital mortality is similar for patients with unknown glascow coma
scale motor response and patients with a glascow coma scale motor response (mean over 48h) lower than 2.
4. Would you include this risk function for in-hospital mortality prediction?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

5. How certain are you that you can correctly understand and interpret the given risk function?
Very
Uncertain

Uncertain

Slightly Uncertain

Neutral

6. Which factors support interpretability?

7. Which factors hinder interpretability?

6
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Slightly Certain

Certain

Very
Certain
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Heart Rate (mean over 48h) [bpm], Temperature (mean over 48h) [°C]
1. A patient has a heart rate (mean over 48h) of 88 and a temperature
(mean over 48h) of 36.303. What is the associated risk of in-hospital
mortality?

,

2. Which pair of values for heart rate (mean over 48h) and temperature
(mean over 48h) results in a risk of in-hospital mortality of -0.005?

,

3. Which of the following statements about the given risk function is correct?
a) For an unknown temperature, a higher heart rate (mean over 48h) is associated with a higher risk of in-hospital mortality.
b) Patients with a hypothermia and bradycardia are associated with a high risk
of in-hospital mortality.
c) A heart rate (mean over 48h) over 120 is associated with a higher risk of inhospital mortality.
4. Would you include this risk function for in-hospital mortality prediction?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

5. How certain are you that you can correctly understand and interpret the given risk function?
Very
Uncertain

Uncertain

Slightly Uncertain

Neutral

6. Which factors support interpretability?

7. Which factors hinder interpretability?

7
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Slightly Certain

Certain

Very
Certain
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Glascow coma scale motor response (mean over 48h), Oxygen saturation (standard deviation over 48h)
1. A patient has a glascow coma scale motor response (mean over 48h)
of 4.04 and a standard deviation of oxygen saturation (over 48h) of
3.81. What is the associated risk of in-hospital mortality?

,

2. Which pair of values for glascow coma scale motor response (mean
over 48h) and standard deviation of oxygen saturation (over 48h) results in a risk of in-hospital mortality of 0.020?

,

3. Which of the following statements about the given risk function is correct?
a) For patients with a very low standard deviation of oxygen saturation over
48h, the risk of in-hospital mortality decreases with higher mean values for
glascow coma scale motor response over 48h.
b) Patients with unknown for both values have a higher than average probability for in-hospital mortality.
c) A normal glascow coma scale motor response is associated with the highest of in-hospital mortality.
d) For patients with a low glascow coma scale motor response (mean over
48h), a standard deviation of oxygen saturation (over 48h) of 1 gives a
lower risk of in-hospital mortality than 5.
4. Would you include this risk function for in-hospital mortality prediction?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

5. How certain are you that you can correctly understand and interpret the given risk function?
Very
Uncertain

Uncertain

Slightly Uncertain

Neutral

6. Which factors support interpretability?

7. Which factors hinder interpretability?

8
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Slightly Certain

Certain

Very
Certain
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Fraction inspired oxygen (mean over 48h), pH (standard deviation over
48h)
1. A patient has a fraction inspired oxygen (mean over 48h) of 0.806
and a standard deviation pH (over 48h) of 0.288. What is the associated risk of in-hospital mortality?

,

2. Which pair of values for a fraction inspired oxygen (mean over 48h)
and standard deviation of pH (over 48h) results in a risk of in-hospital
mortality of -0.010?

,

3. Which of the following statements about the given risk function is correct?
a) In patients with a standard deviation of pH (over 48h) between 0.5 and 1.0,
a lower fraction inspired oxygen (mean over 48h) is associated with a
higher risk of in-hospital mortality.
b) For patients with an extremely low standard deviation of pH over 48h, a
higher fraction inspired oxygen (mean over 48h) is associated with a decreasing risk of in-hospital mortality.
c) The highest risk of in-hospital mortality can be found for patients with an
unknown standard deviation of pH (over 48h) value.
4. Would you include this risk function for in-hospital mortality prediction?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

5. How certain are you that you can correctly understand and interpret the given risk function?
Very
Uncertain

Uncertain

Slightly Uncertain

Neutral

6. Which factors support interpretability?

7. Which factors hinder interpretability?

9

23

Slightly Certain

Certain

Very
Certain
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Appendix B. - Detailed Performance Evaluation

Table 3: Detailed performance results for in-hospital mortality task. In addition to the
results in Table 2 it contains experimental results to evaluate the effect of each
preprocessing method used during GA2 M training separately (row six to nine).
Note that the experiment for a separate unknown bin was tested together with
minus one imputation to have an appropriate unknown indicator (row nine).
Model

# Features

Logistic Regr.
MC LSTM
GA2 M
Logistic Regr.
GA2 M
GA2 M
GA2 M
GA2 M
GA2 M
GA2 M
GA2 M 34 2D

714
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34

714
(mean,
(mean,
(mean,
(mean,
(mean,
(mean,
(mean,
(mean,

sd)
sd)
sd)
sd)
sd)
sd)
sd)
sd)

Impute Normalize Filter Unk. Bin
mean
-

z-score
-

no
no

-

mean
mean
mean
-1
mean
mean
-1
-1
-1

z-score
z-score
z-score
z-score
no
z-score
z-score
no
no

no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes

no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes

24

AUC-ROC

AUC-PR

0.848 (0.828, 0.868)
0.870 (0.852, 0.887)

0.474 (0.419, 0.529)
0.533 (0.480, 0.584)

0.872
0.794
0.851
0.852
0.851
0.850
0.852
0.852
0.850

(0.853,
(0.770,
(0.832,
(0.833,
(0.831,
(0.831,
(0.833,
(0.833,
(0.830,

0.889) 0.533 (0.478, 0.586)
0.817) 0.347 (0.301, 0.400)
0.870) 0.465 (0.412, 0.521)
0.871) 0.469 (0.415, 0.526)
0.869) 0.467 (0.415, 0.523)
0.869) 0.462 (0.409, 0.518)
0.870) 0.463 (0.409, 0.519))
0.871) 0.468 (0.413, 0.525)
0.868) 0.456 (0.402, 0.511)
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Appendix C. - Risk Functions of GA2 M Used For Evaluation
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Appendix D. - Factors that Supported or Hindered Interpretability
Clustered Notes about Factors that Supported Interpretability (Question 6)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Risk function visualization is easy to use and interpret. (9)
Linear relationships are easy to interpret. (5)
Color map for 2D risk functions is helpful. (5)
The mouse-over functionality to read the plots aids interpretability. (5)
2D risk function shows clear relationship with relatively sharp borders. (3)
1D risk functions are easy to interpret. (3)
1D function shows clear boundaries for high and low risk values. (2)
Combination of clinical knowledge and risk data. (2)
The ability to interpret risk functions improves with more experience. (2)
Outliers are easy to spot. (1)
Units are included. (1)
Only one area in a 2D risk function shows a signal. (1)
Large range for input values. (1)
Unknown areas support interpretability. (1)

Clustered Notes about Factors that Hindered Interpretability (Question 7)
• 2D risk functions show only a weak signal and no sharp borders. (7)
• Fluctuating risks for small changes of the input variables are difficult to interpret (non-linear
behavior). (7)
• Parts of the risk function are against medical knowledge. (6)
• The binning for attributes is too small. It is difficult to distinguish very small bins and to find
them with the cursor. (5)
• Nonintuitive risk function behavior for very high or very low input values. (5)
• It takes long to find a specific risk value in the 2D risk functions. The coloring of the heat
map is not clear. (4)
• In 2D risk functions only the unknown area shows a clear prediction for mortality. (3)
• The range of input values is too large or too small. These values are clinically irrelevant. (3)
• Several areas in a 2D risk function shows a signal. (2)
• Combination of two variables. (2)
• The binning for attributes is too large. (1)
• Difficult to interpret log10-odds. (1)
• Unclear number of patients for each bin. (1)
• It is not intuitive to interpret the standard deviation feature (e.g., for oxygen saturation).
This makes it difficult to come to a clear clinical judgment. (1)
• In 2D risk functions unknown for both inputs shows high risk. (1)
• Physiological values are not highlighted. (1)
• Not enough information about the patient cohort. (1)
• Three axes must be interpreted for 2D risk functions. (1)
• No experience to interpret risk functions. (1)
• Coloring for risk around zero in 2D functions is difficult to interpret. (1)
• Confusing that low risk is negative and high risk is positive in 1D risk functions (1).
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